
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
commercial loan servicing. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for commercial loan servicing

Perform necessary transactions and maintenance of system records to post
loan advances, loan transfers, new portfolios and/or funds, and reallocations
on the Strategy Commercial Loan Servicing system
Quality Control of daily work for a small group of servicers and as a fill in for
the full time Quality Control person during vacations
The supervisor will lead a staff of between 2-8 non-exempt FTE
Perform reviews on insurance certificates and/or policies for flood, hazard, ,
prior to closing and/or on all upcoming expirations to ensure accurate
coverage
Monitor, review and submit CoreLogic Tax Reports to Business Lines for
further processing to assure bank’s lien position is maintained during the life
of the loan or as approved
Be responsible for the boarding of commercial and commercial real estate
loans including, but not limited to, establishing tracking metrics for tax
records and pending collateral documentation, utilizing Jack Henry and
LaserPro within internal guidelines and regulatory requirements
Analyzes property operating statements and rent rolls
Creates operating history, income and expense statements
Identifies strengths and weaknesses for properties based on financial
information
Determines DSCR and LTV

Example of Commercial Loan Servicing Job
Description
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Manage daily activity of loan booking and servicing associates, ensuring SLAs
are met/exceeded
Coordinate with senior leadership and other managers/cross functional teams
to ensure appropriate alignment of policies, procedures and controls
compliance
Ensure policies and procedures are maintained and in alignment with
guidance from Global Finance/Accounting, Credit Policy, SOX and other
compliance/regulatory measures
Coordinate and process loan trading activity, including settlement
coordination, obtaining required consents, and updating/maintaining the loan
register
Perform and/or oversee ongoing improvements related to loan metrics and
tracking, cash break reconciliation, remediation efforts and system
changes/enhancements
Have strong understanding of credit agreements, assignments, and other
loan documentation to ensure system and processing accuracy and internal
and external compliance, such as addressing escalations and lender inquiries


